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Introduction



What is PostScript?

▷ PostScript is a page description language created by JohnWarnock and Chuck
Geschke in 1984

▷ Beyond its applications in digital publishing, it is otherwise a fully-interpreted
programming language

▷ Due to its device-independent paradigm, PostScript quickly became the de facto
standard in the printing and desktop publishing industries well until the 1990s
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History



Timeline of PostScript

1 Evans & Sutherland (E&S) era (1974–1978)
▷ Joy (1974)
▷ E&S Design System (1976)

2 Xerox PARC era (1978–1982)
▷ JaM (1978)
▷ Interpress (1982)

3 Adobe Systems era (1982–1998)
▷ PostScript Level 1 (1984)
▷ PostScript Level 2 (1991)
▷ PostScript 3 (1998)

4 Decline of PostScript and transition to pdf
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Origins and motivation

▷ While working for Evans & Sutherland (E&S) during the early 1970s, JohnWarnock
and his team were commissioned by the US Maritime Academy to build a
simulation of the New York Harbor

▷ Challenges

1 Model the entire topography of the harbor and its surroundings
2 Write software that manages a 3d database of structures
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Joy (1974)

▷ To make the task of feeding information to the database easier, they implemented
software routines whose operators are arbitrarily powerful

1 Converting numbers to string (and vice versa)
2 Reading from and writing to a file
3 Math functions

▷ This interpreted language would soon become Joy

▷ They were able to build the entire New York Harbor database and deliver the
working simulator within the year
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E&S Design System (1976)

▷ Joy became a huge success for their team that they proceeded to develop a more
complete interpreted language that facilitates easier construction of complex
graphical databases

▷ Stack-based architecture (like Forth)

▷ Unfortunately this whole project was shelved after the untimely death of one of
their project heads
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JaM (1978)

▷ Warnock eventually left E&S for Xerox PARC, which used Mesa as their main
programming environment, along with Smalltalk and Lisp

▷ He then recruited people to work on a reimplementation of the E&S Design System
in Mesa, which resulted in a language called JaM (John and Martin)
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Interpress (1982)

▷ In 1979, work was started on designing a new printer protocol for Xerox called
Interpress, in an effort to commercialize developments made in PARC

▷ However, the fact that Interpress was no longer device-independent due to its way
of handling fonts led Warnock to believe that the project is doomed

▷ Despite the shortcomings, Xerox eventually adapted Interpress as the standard,

but
under the condition that it would remain as a proprietary system

▷ This became a huge deal-breaker, so he and his colleague Chuck Geschke left
Xerox...
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...and founded Adobe Systems in 1982
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PostScript Level 1 (1984)

▷ Instead of building an entirely new and more powerful printing system, they
decided to base their new page description language on JaM that would eventually
evolve into PostScript

▷ By 1985, PostScript had took off when a PostScript controller was created for the
Apple LaserWriter, and from there the desktop publishing industry was born
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PostScript Level 2 (1991)

▷ New features! Such as:

1 Improved speed and reliability due to better memory management
2 Support for composite fonts
3 Font and pattern caching
4 In-rip separations

▷ But adoption was slow, mainly because the specs for Level 2 were published first
before its actual implementation took place
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PostScript 3 (1998)

▷ This is just a minor upgrade

▷ New features! Such as:

1 Support for more than 256 gray levels per color
2 Web-ready printing
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Decline of PostScript?

▷ The specifications for pdf 1.4 was released in 2001, offering new features not
present in PostScript such as layers and transparency

▷ By the mid-2000s, most in the printing industry have already migrated from
PostScript to pdf-based workflows
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Fundamental Language Features



Postfix syntax

PostScript makes use of postfix notation, meaning the operator follows its operands.

Order Example Used by

Prefix (+ 123 456) Lisp and its dialects (Scheme, Racket, etc.)
Infix 123 + 456 Almost every PL (C++, Java, Python, etc.)
Postfix 123 456 add PostScript, Forth
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PostScript stacks

Postfix notation allows the PostScript
intepreter to have a relatively simple
implementation.

▷ PostScript objects are executed and
stored on an operand stack.

▷ Procedures in progress are maintained
in an execution stack.

▷ Function composition is achieved
through a sequence of operands
(concatenative syntax)

1 2 3 add add 24 mul

100 moveto

144 200 lineto

200 200 lineto

stroke

showpage
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Dictionaries and bindings

The dictionary stack contains an ordered sequence
of dictionary objects, which maintain mappings from
names to values or functions.

▷ Names are prefixed with a forward slash and are
given a binding in a dictionary using def

▷ Procedures are enclosed in braces

/x 5 def

/y 3 def

x y add

/double {2 mul} def

/quadruple {double

double} def

quadruple

stack
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Operator overloading

Three dictionaries are permanently on the dictionary
stack, which are checked in order to resolve bindings
from top to bottom.

▷ userdict (objects in local virtual memory)

▷ globaldict (objects in global virtual memory)

▷ systemdict (contains built-ins)

Dictionary stack order facilitates overloading.

1 2 add

/add {sub} def

1 2 add

stack
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Procedures

% box procedure, sets path to

a 72 by 72 box

% stack: x y

/box

{ 72 0 rlineto

0 72 rlineto

-72 0 rlineto

closepath } def

% main program

% First box

252 324 moveto box

0 setgray fill

% Second box

270 360 moveto box

.4 setgray fill

% Third box

288 396 moveto box

.8 setgray fill

showpage
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Recursion: von Koch snowflake

/vonKoch % stack: n

{ dup 0 eq

{ 0 0 moveto 200 0 lineto currentpoint stroke translate }

{ 1 3 div dup scale

1 sub vonKoch

60 rotate vonKoch

-120 rotate vonKoch

60 rotate vonKoch

1 add 3 dup scale

} ifelse

} def
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Notable Language Features



Saving and loading

▷ The current graphics state can be
saved and retrieved using the gsave
and grestore operators.

▷ In the example, the fill operator
would consume the path, so we save
the path so it can be used later.

/box

{ 72 0 rlineto

0 72 rlineto

-72 0 rlineto

closepath } def

/drawbox

{ moveto

box

gsave

.5 setgray fill

grestore

stroke } def

200 200 drawbox

showpage
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Binding time manipulation

PostScript defaults to late binding, the binding of names is only looked up during
execution of the name in question.

Using the bind keyword, one can order the PostScript interpreter to substitute the
names of operators for their objects in advance.

1 2 add

/f {add} bind def

/add {sub} def

1 2 f

stack
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Resource management

PostScript has built-in functions and systems for resource management for fonts,
images and output devices.

Fonts are stored as shape descriptions, allowing for upscaling without loss of quality.

/Times-Roman findfont

15 scalefont

setfont

72 200 moveto

(typography) show

showpage
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Remarks



On its practical use

▷ PostScript provides a glimpse into the value of gearing a language towards a single,
specific purpose (as a page-description language), instead of general computation.

▷ However, for practical use and portability, a self-contained file format for graphics is
preferable

▷ eps (encapsulated PostScript) and pdf (contains a subset of PostScript,
together with a font embedding and resource storage system) file formats

▷ PostScript is slower than more modern file formats for large files, as it is an
interpreted language.
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On language features

▷ PostScript keeps syntax and interpretation clean using dynamic typing and global
state (stacks and dictionaries).

▷ Interpretation is kept simple to allow device-independence.

▷ PostScript code is not self-documenting.
▷ The programmer must be aware of the operand stack and dictionaries at all

times
▷ Procedures can have any number of inputs and outputs, but this is not easy to

verify at a glance

▷ Postfix notation is intuitive for operators and procedure calls, but flow control can
be messy as conditions and procedures need not be in the same block as the
operator.
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